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Abstract
Recently, ransomware has earned itself an infamous reputation as a force to reckon with in the
cybercrime landscape. However, cybercriminals are adopting other unconventional means to
seamlessly attain proceeds of cybercrime with little effort. Cybercriminals are now acquiring
cryptocurrencies directly from benign Internet users without the need to extort a ransom from
them, as is the case with ransomware. This paper investigates advances in the cryptovirology
landscape by examining the state-of-the-art cryptoviral attacks. In our approach, we perform
digital autopsy on the malware’s source code and execute the different malware variants in a
contained sandbox to deduce static and dynamic properties respectively. We examine three
cryptoviral attack structures: browser-based crypto mining, memory resident crypto mining
and cryptoviral extortion. These attack structures leave a trail of digital forensics evidence
when the malware interacts with the file system and generates noise in form of network traffic
when communicating with the C2 servers and crypto mining pools. The digital forensics
evidence, which essentially are IOCs include network artifacts such as C2 server domains, IPs
and cryptographic hash values of the downloaded files apart from the malware hash values.
Such evidence can be used as seed into intrusion detection systems for mitigation purposes.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, encryption has been used to secure systems such as the Internet, which are
inherently insecure. However, cyber attackers have of late come to exploit the resilience that
comes with encryption to effectuate complex attacks previously never thought possible [1].
The incorporation of encryption into malware has given birth to new forms of cyber-attacks
the most notable being cryptoviral extortion [2], also known as crypto ransomware attacks,
and crypto mining attacks [3], also known as crypto-jacking In the former, the attacker
encrypts the victim’s data and demands a ransom before availing access to the encrypted data.
Clearly, this is a breach of Availability in the CIA security principles (Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability). In the latter, the attacker circumvently generates cryptocurrencies
using the benign victim’s CPU. This is another attacker on Availability as part of the CPU’s
computing resources are unavailable to the victim. Such attacks have given birth to a new field
of study in security known as Cryptovirology [4], which studies the use of cryptography to
design resilient malware usually for monetary purposes. Advancements in encryption
technologies have seen the evolution of primitive cryptoviral extortion attacks to robust and
resilient crypto ransomware attacks. The widespread adoption of cryptocurrencies such as
Bitcoin and Monero, which provide anonymity to cyber attackers benefiting to proceeds of
cyber-crime has fueled the explosion of crypto attacks [5]. Cybercriminals are also devising
ways of acquiring cryptocurrencies with less user involvement as possible thus resorting to
crypto mining attacks. Today, the ransomware business model alone excluding crypto mining
is an estimated $1 billion-a-year cybercriminal industry [6]. Crypto mining, on the other hand,
is also a multimillion-dollar industry where the crypto mining attacker is capable of making
$100 million annually [7]. In light of the aforementioned, changes in the Cryptovirology
landscape are forces worth reckoning with because not only do they pose a substantial
cybersecurity threat but also strike the economic fabric of the cybersecurity landscape.
In this study, we endeavor to characterize the state-of-the-art cryptoviral attacks and the
associated infection vectors. Since the end goal of cryptoviral attacks is acquisition of
cryptocurrencies (digital money), we first propose a taxonomy that classifies cryptoviral
attacks from two main perspectives depicting the implemented acquisition techniques. We
describe the attack models of the two types of attacks detailing the infection chain and attack
process. We do not endeavor to describe new cryptoviral attacks but we evaluate the
documented state-of-the-art attacks in this domain. We evaluate our modeling approach using
reverse engineering and dynamic analysis of the latest malware datasets to uncover the
malwares' underlying internal program logic and its behavioral characteristics from a live
contained environment respectively. In the former, we indulge static analysis to disassemble
the malware code using interactive disassemblers. This is particularly important considering
the symmetrical imbalance exhibited in the difference between the attacker's view and that of
the malware analyst [8]. This further uncovers how cryptoviral attackers evade detection in the
presence of traditional intrusion preventions systems (IPS). In the latter, we acquire network
behavioral characteristics by running the malware samples in a standard sandbox. Such
artifacts depict indicators of compromise (IOC) which can be fed into intrusion detection
systems (IDS) for mitigation purposes. Since the goal of almost all cryptoviral attacks is the
malicious acquisition of monetary proceeds, usually in form of cryptocurrencies, we also pay
particular attention to the most sought-after cryptocurrencies in both types of attacks. We also
characterize the major differences between these two prevalent attacks and elaborate why the
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shift towards crypto mining from crypto ransomware in recent attacks. As such, the main
contributions of this paper are as follows:
•

We propose a novel and thorough taxonomy of cryptoviral attacks from two main
perspectives depicting the various ways through which attacker acquire
cryptocurrencies.
• We define cryptoviral attack models using attack graphs to characterize the attack
paths of nodes participating in the attack process and the associated attack scenarios.
• We implement and analyze cryptoviral attack simulations based on the defined attack
models in sandboxed network environments to extract evasive features and also those
representative of IOCs.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, motivations and the
underlying basic concepts, as well as the taxonomy, are brought forth. The attack models for
both attacks are described in Section 3 while Section 4 presents the adopted experiment
methodology and approach for evolution of the attack models. The results of the experiment
are discussed in Section 5 and the conclusion of the paper is drawn in section 6.

2. Taxonomy, Basic Concepts and Motivations
Several factors affect the categorization of cryptoviral attacks. Based on the number of input
resources required to actualize the attack, we categorize current cryptoviral attacks into two
broad categories; cryptoviral extortion (crypto ransomware) and crypto mining
(crypto-jacking). It is worth noting that this categorization is independent of the underlying
infection vectors. The diagram below in Fig. 1 shows the taxonomy of cryptoviral attacks.
Cryptoviral Attacks
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Crypto ransomware attacks come in three basic variants; asymmetric cryptosystem based,
symmetric cryptosystem based and hybrid cryptosystem based. In all these three variants, the
malware needs the encryption algorithm, associated encryption keys, and read-write-execute
(w-r-x) permissions. Even though earlier versions of ransomware came with the encryption
algorithm embedded in the malware payload, successive variants and those of today do not use
custom-made encryption algorithm as they are easy to crack since the attacker's view and that
of the cryptanalyst is identical [9]. Instead, the latest ransomware variants exploit the
operating system's Crypto API functions, which are readily available to an authenticated user
[10]. Therefore the major task of the attacker is to deliver the malware to an authenticated user.
Furthermore, the explicit use of symmetric encryption in ransomware attacks has diminished
over the years. Recent resilient ransomware such WannaCry employ hybrid cryptosystems
where the ransomware payload only carries a public key from an RSA pair or ECC pair [11].
The malware generates a random symmetric key (e.g. AES-256 or AES-192) which is used to
encrypt the victim's data. Upon completion of encrypting the targeted files, the ransomware
encrypts the symmetric key with its embedded public key. In this way, the private key retained
by the attacker from the public key pair is the only key capable of decrypting the symmetric
key. The victim is thus extorted in paying a ransom via a cryptocurrency (usually Bitcoin). The
latest malware variants also seek to delete volume shadow copies to prevent recovery from
backups [12] hence the need for w-r-x permissions. This is usually achieved via registry
alterations.
Contrary to conventional money, actualization of a cryptocurrency unit requires a certain
amount of work known as proof-of-work to be completed so as to obtain the digital money.
The accomplishment of the proof-of-work involves computing very complex but feasible
cryptographic algorithms. This endeavor of working to accomplish the proof-of-work for the
purposes of generating cryptocurrency units is called crypto mining [13]. These computations
require a lot of CPU power hence the use of specialized CPUs such as GPUs (Graphic
Processing Unit), ASICS (Application Specific Integrated Circuitry) and FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Arrays). In light of the aforementioned, the attacker needs a pool of
computing resources in order to attain proof-of-work and subsequently acquire cryptocurrency.
He does this by exploiting vulnerable hosts online and adding them to a crypto mining pool
that works towards a stipulated proof-of-work. Since the majority of Internet-connected
devices do not have FPGAs, GPUs, ASICS, the attacker is limited to generating
cryptocurrencies such as Monero [14], [15], which can be mined by normal CPUs. Thus, the
major task of the attacker in a crypto mining attack is access to the victim’s CPU. After the
malware attains CPU time, it beacons back to the C2 (Command and Control) servers and
acquires directives to enlist the new victim to the crypto mining pool or botnet. The malware
likewise needs w-r-x permissions in order to remain persistent even after reboots. This also is
usually achieved via registry alterations. Therefore, all computing platforms capable of
running software are susceptible to crypto mining attacks. Such platforms include Unix-like
systems as well as Windows NT systems. Although malware-infected IoT devices have been
notoriously known to fuel large-scale DDOS (Distributed Denial of Service) [16], crypto
mining has emerged as a new threat to IoT devices. Crypto mining malware uses the highest
possible computing power available on a device and this is detrimental to IoT since unlike
every commercially available computer, which registers and notify the user of the enormous
increase in resource consumption, very few of IoT devices have the associated on-board
equipment to address such anomalies. Correspondingly, overloading and overheating due to
CPU exhaustion in crypto mining attacks have been reported to even cause fires [17]. In the
same manner, crypto mining attacks have not spared critical infrastructure as witnessed at a
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water utility firm in Europe [18]. However, the latest crypto mining attacks have come to
exploit web browsers in conventional PCs and browser capable devices such as mobile phones
and tablets. The major attack vector employed in browser-based crypto mining is spearfishing
where the attacker does not directly attack the victim but lures them to a compromised website.
Upon visiting such a website, the web browser starts mining cryptocurrencies on behalf of the
attacker. This type of attack has been effective because no malware code runs on the client.
Browser-based crypto mining attack has further extended even to cloud services [19] as of
2018.
Browser-based crypto jacking presents the state-of-the-art cryptoviral attacks and its
adoption in cybercrime is ever increasing. This has seen attackers increasingly eschew
ransomware in favor of the more lucrative browser crypto mining [20]. Kaspersky Lab reports
a 50% increment in crypto jacking from 2016 to 2017 with estimated infected users from 1.9
million to 2.7 million [21]. Illicit crypto mining tops the list of Forbes' 2018 anticipated cyber
threats [22]. According to Symantec [23], the final quarter of 2017 saw an 8,500% upward
spiral in crypto mining attacks. In the first quarter of 2018, the UK saw a 1,200% surge in
crypto mining attacks coinciding with a spike in interest in the cryptocurrency Bitcoin, which
itself was valued at an all-time high of $19,850 or £14,214 in the last quarter of 2017 [24]. The
first quarter of 2018 has seen crypto mining account for almost 90% of all RCE (Remote Code
Execution) attacks and quickly become the attackers’ favorite and preferred modus operandi
[25]. It is undisputed that crypto jacking is the next generation of cryptoviral attacks, the
major hurdle has been establishing a persistent presence on the victim host, which attackers
are now employing innovative ways as explained in later sections of this paper. It is from this
perspective that this study seeks to address the two most prevalent cryptoviral attacks in the
cryptovirology landscape.

3. Cryptoviral Threat Models
We now turn to elaborate the cryptoviral threat models for the two attacks. The threat models
comprise threat actors, actions, assets, and goals. Threat actors include the attacker, malicious
intermediaries such as trusted third parties (TTP), cryptoviral malware etc. It is evident that the
threat actor can be either a human actor or software. Actions are the activities the adversary
performs in order to retain a certain value, i.e. an asset. Such activities include injecting crypto
mining or ransomware code on a vulnerable server, enlisting a victim to a crypto mining pool
upon infection etc. In essence, successfully executed action return assets. If there are no more
assets to be attained in the attack chain, then the final asset is the goal. This includes the
acquisition of cryptocurrency from a crypto mining botnet or acquisition of cryptocurrency as
a ransom payment in a cryptoviral extortion attack. Therefore, we discuss two threat models;
(1) browser-based crypto mining together with memory resident crypto mining, (2) cryptoviral
extortion (crypto ransomware).
3.1 Crypto mining threat model
Crypto mining attacks, like any other attacks, have components that support the attack
structure and a process flow that ought to be satisfied in order for the attack to materialize. The
diagram below in Fig. 2 depicts both browser-based crypto mining together with memory
resident crypto mining.
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Fig. 2. Crypto mining threat model

Browser-based crypto mining attack comprises the attack paths 1(a) → 1(b) and 1(a) → 1(c).
In the former, the attacker compromises a web server by injecting crypto mining code via a
third-party resource such as a server module. Once the victim visits the compromised site via
(2), client-side JavaScript is rendered in their browser and they are included to a crypto mining
botnet via (3) to participate in crypto mining. It’s worth noting that a vulnerable web server
might be directly compromised without leveraging a trusted third-party. In the latter, a trusted
third-party resource like a browser plugin is used to harbor the crypto mining code in the client
browser. Once connected to the Internet, the victim is added to the crypto mining pool and
starts the process of mining cryptocurrencies. Memory-based crypto mining is achieved via
drive-by downloads where the attacker compromises a vulnerable web server via (1). When
the victim visits the compromised site or follows the link pointing to such a site, a download
ensues and depending on the privileges of the logged in profile, the malware is installed in
memory starts mining following the usual process of joining a crypto mining botnet.
Since one victim cannot accomplish the proof-of-work, e.g. an ordinary CPU mining at 10
MH/s would take over 400 years before mining a single crypto block [26], the attacker needs
to pool victims to a botnet. One way to acquire zombies into a crypto botnet is to infect a busy
web server with high traffic. An alternative is to infect a trusted third party to the web server or
the victim. Another alternative is to inject the crypto mining malware directly on the victim
(memory resident crypto mining) but this has many limitations such as the need to evade IDS
and IPS, use of social engineering or exploit kits (EK) as initial attack vectors etc. From Fig. 2,
we build a directed acyclic graph (DAG) depicted in Fig. 3 to generate the corresponding
attack scenarios.
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Fig. 3. Crypto mining DAG and corresponding attack scenarios

Attack scenario 1 with edges 𝑒𝑒[0,1] → 𝑒𝑒[1,𝑉𝑉] is where a victim visits a site compromised with
crypto mining code. Since the code is JavaScript, it automatically run in client browser and
could even spread to other hosts in the network, as was the case of the attack on critical
infrastructure [18]. Attack scenario 2 with edges 𝑒𝑒[0,2] → 𝑒𝑒[2,𝑉𝑉] is where the attacker infects a
TTP that is trusted wholly by the victim. An example of such is the Archive Poster Chrome
extension from the Chrome web-store which crypto-jacked a number of users before being
detected [27]. Attack scenario 3 with edges 𝑒𝑒[0,2] → 𝑒𝑒[2,1] → 𝑒𝑒[1,𝑉𝑉] is an extension of scenario
2 only that instead of infecting a TTP trusted by the victim, the attacker infects a TTP trusted
by the webserver, which is visited by the victim, as was the case in [28]. Attack scenario 4 with
the edge 𝑒𝑒[0,𝑉𝑉] is a typical case of memory resident crypto mining. The attacker infects a
victim host directly, usually directed towards hosts with a lot of computing resources such as
cloud computing [19]. Attack scenario 5 with the edge 𝑒𝑒[1,𝑉𝑉] is a case of a malicious
web-master where crypto mining code was deliberately injected into the website to mine
crypto currency from every web visitor, as was the case with the Pirate Bay [29]. Attack
scenario 6 with edges 𝑒𝑒[2,1] → 𝑒𝑒[1,𝑉𝑉] is where the TTP to the webserver is himself the attacker
and he injects crypto mining code in the ads or tracking and analytics services to a website.
Alternatively, the malicious TTP can provide such services infected with crypto mining code
directly to the victim and this is representative of attack scenario 7 with the edge 𝑒𝑒[2,𝑉𝑉] .
3.2 Cryptoviral extortion threat model

We now discuss the cryptoviral-extortion threat model. The infamous crypto ransomware
(cryptoviral extortion) is a predecessor to crypto mining. It differs from crypto mining in a
number of ways. Unlike crypto mining, the attacker does not acquire cryptocurrency directly
but rather extorts fiat money from victims, which they are instructed to convert into specified
cryptocurrency during payment, usually into Bitcoin. Furthermore, crypto ransomware attacks
do not require botnets since a substantial amount of cryptocurrency can be extorted out of a
desperate victim. Thus, the approach in this form of attack has been to cast the net as wide as
possible to lure many unsuspecting victims. This explains the various attack vectors employed
in crypto ransomware campaigns. The diagram in Fig. 4 below shows a typical attack process
of recent variants crypto ransomware, which employ hybrid encryption.
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Fig. 4. Cryptoviral extortion attack process

We partition the attack process into three main phases: infection preparation, encryption, and
C2 beaconing. Since crypto ransomware attackers cast a wider net to capture as many victims
as possible, the attack surface for probable infection vectors is large. In light of this, we do not
consider the specific infection vectors in the threat model, rather we assume that the attacker
has already chosen an effective infection vector from the attack surface. We refer the reader to
[30] for details on ransomware infection vectors.
3.2.1 Infection preparation
During this phase, the attacker chooses which encryption algorithm to use. In the case of
latest ransomware, he chooses a hybrid cryptosystem (RSA or ECC) and generates a public
key pair with the corresponding private key 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 and public key 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 . He retains the private key
𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 and implants the public key 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 into the malware payload. All this occurs at the attacker’s
C2 or on a set of compromised hosts. Finally, he delivers the malware to the victim via a
specified infection vector.
3.2.2 Encryption
Upon deployment unto a victim host, the ransomware does not immediately encrypt target
files. Rather, it generates a symmetric key 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , e.g. AES-192 or AES-256, using the
operating system Crypto API function. It is this symmetric key that does the actual encryption
of the victims files, a process denoted as 𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 (𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 , 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ) = 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 . Latest variants of ransomware
are known to actually zeroize the target files to prevent any recovery from recovery tools like
Photorec or Recuva which implement recovery via lost meta-data and directory structures. 𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘
is the encryption algorithm (AES in this case) whereas 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 is the plaintext (user files) which
produce the ciphertext 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 upon encryption with the key 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 . Finally, the symmetric key
𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is encrypted by the attacker-implanted public key 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 to produce a ciphertext 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 in a
process denoted by 𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 �𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 � = 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 . In order to establish a persistent presence and
prevent any possible data recovery via system restore, the malware proceeds to install registry
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keys and delete volume shadow copies. The victim is then notfied of the encryption and
ransom demand. Other attack structures seek to exiltrate the encrypted key 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 to the C2 server
and this is denoted by 𝐶𝐶2 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 1.

3.2.3 C2 beaconing

C2 servers are used for various purposes. They handle communications between the victim
and the attacker. They may be used to handle cryptocurrency payments as well. Some malware
notify and register the attacker of the newly compromised hosts. In the event that the victim
risks paying the ransom, the decryption keys are sent (or might not be) in this phase.
Communications with the C2 servers usually occurs through the Tor network or via secure
protocols like SSL. It’s worth noting that in some attack structures, the malware has to
download initial encryption keys from the C2 servers. In this case, the C2 beaconing takes
place in phase 2.

4. Methodology and Approach
The previous section identified different attack structures from different scenarios. In this
section, we evaluate some of the attack scenarios for both crypto mining and crypto
ransomware attacks. We use reverse engineering (static analysis) for source code analysis and
dynamic analysis to capture behavioral characteristics both on the host and on the network.
4.1 Reverse engineering
The diagram below in Fig. 5 shows the steps we undergo to accomplish static analysis. We
collect different cryptoviral malware samples for both crypto mining and crypto ransomware.

Select & Input
Malware
Sample

Finger
Printing

1
Crypto hashes derivation
Malware ID verification

2

Packer
Detection
Obfuscation &
Stealthiness Checks

3

String
Extraction
Embedded
Strings probes

4

Assembly Code
Analysis

PE
Parsing

Disassembly

Meta-Data
Extraction
5

Fig. 5. Malware reverse engineering workflow

Before checking the malware’s internal program logic, we subject it to a number of processes
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in order to extract external features such as cryptographic hashes for authenticity, obfuscation
probing, fingerprinting etc. In stage 1, we select three types of malware namely browser-based
crypto mining malware, memory resident malware, and crypto ransomware. We drive the
associated IDs by computing SHA-256 cryptographic hashes. We counter-check this with
reputable malware databases such as Virustotal. In stage 2, we check for packing to determine
whether the malware is disguised or not. We look for embedded strings and parse the PE for
meta-data extraction. We look for cryptoviral related strings and meta-data. Finally, we
disassemble the malware source code in stage 5 with IDA Pro, an interactive disassembler.
This process is passive and does not execute the malware code. It is worth noting that we carry
out the stages of the analysis sequentially and not in parallel. Results of the analysis are
discussed in the next section.
4.2 Dynamic analysis
Malware source code changes from time to time and attackers are known to intentionally write
misleading code to evade malware analysts. However, behavioral characteristics rarely change.
Therefore, apart from static analysis, we run the different variants of cryptoviral malware
under a controlled sandbox environment comprising different virtual hosts in VirtualBox. The
diagram below in Fig. 6 shows our experimental setup.

Virtual Network
Sink-holed
Internet

VM Host 1
Cuckoo Sandbox
Switch

1
2

VM Host 2
VM Host 3

Router

VM Host 4
VM Host 5
Vulnerable Web
Server
Fig. 6. Behavioral analysis experiment setup

The setup comprises two servers and a couple of VM hosts connected via a virtual network.
The vulnerable web server runs Apache Struts with vulnerability CVE-2017-5638 which is
susceptible to the installation of a Monero crypto miner. Once a user from the virtual host
network visits the web server, JavaScript crypto mining code runs in the browser and we
capture all the associated network activities using Wireshark. This corresponds to the second
attack scenario denoted by the dotted red line. The second server runs Cuckoo sandbox and all
attack scenarios associated with this server denoted by the first dotted red line. We use the
Cuckoo server to deploy the malware unto the selected victims in the virtual network. The
Cuckoo server further aggregates all the activities of the malware. We execute two malware
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using this approach; the memory resident cryptoviral malware and the crypto ransomware.
Furthermore, we Cuckoo server sink-holes all Internet queries by issuing out automated name
lookup queries. Likewise, all the network activities are captured via Wireshark. The results of
this dynamic analysis are presented in the next section.

5. Results and Discussions
We now present the results obtained from the experiment setup. We discuss both the external
and internal characteristics for both types of cryptoviral malware. Table 1 below shows some
cryptoviral malware samples we used for our dataset and their associated characteristics. The
malware pertains only to crypto mining. We verify the samples by computing the associated
cryptographic hash values and comparing them with reputed database sources.
Table 1. Crypto mining malware specimen and the associated characteristics
SN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ID
(MD5)
262c22ffd66c33d
a641558f3da23f7
584881a782
cfe32fd5665f036
41460f4036ba4e0
97
9798a40f5aee8b9
d7a198acc3b928c
0d
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b8
2041ee5d49d5576
7ec7994f184649c
85
80cdd17c676cacb
118075c58c93c52
8a
928bba669a98a50
54bd9f797c86ca4
98
a2471a44025a7b8
6b8fdce5c950b06
c9
c214b7a9efeb14c
ad7dc605814b6bc
05
d5f30368be74ffa
8c49fbcbddc5ac4
5a

Cryptoc
urrency

Type
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File Type

File Size

Year
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Monero

Memory
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Windows
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1450KiB
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Browser
Based

All

JavaScript

106 KiB

2018
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Resident

Windows

Executable

2.11 MiB

2018

Monero

Memory
Resident

Windows

Executable

1.86 MiB

2016

Monero

Memory
Resident

Android

APK

32.5 KiB

2017

Ethereum

Memory
Resident

Windows

Executable

3.04 MiB

2018

Monero

Browser
Based

All

JavaScript

61.7 KiB

2017

Bitcoin

Browser
Based

All

JavaScript

135 KiB

2017

Monero

Memory
Resident

Windows

Executable

1.37 MiB

2018

Bitcoin

Memory
Resident

Windows

Executable

1.39 MiB

2016

The majority of the samples observed from the dataset mined Monero. Monero is purported to
offer better privacy by obfuscating transaction users and their corresponding amounts as
opposed to Bitcoin where the public block-chain can be exploited to construct pseudonymous
transaction graphs. Furthermore, Monero uses the Cryptonight algorithm for computation of
the proof-of-work whose computational puzzle is designed to be memory-hard. This entails
that it requires persistent w-r-x permissions from a memory storage of large sets of bytes. Such
design requirements are intended for ordinary CPUs and not ASICs or FPGAs discussed in
section 2. The 2MB of L3 cache in modern CPUs is sufficient for the Cryptonight algorithm
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employed in Monero mining unlike ASICs, which cannot handle internal memory of more
than 1MB. GPUs also fall short of the Cryptonight computational requirements as their
GDDR5 memory are slower than L3 cache despite being the fastest versions of memory.
Monero thus stands out to be the CPU mined cryptocurrency. It notable also that all
browser-based cryptoviral malware are not old in the wild and they have a smaller file size
compared to others. It is worth noting however that some samples came in form of trojans and
not stand-alone files hence the unusual file sizes. The oldest crypto mining malware are
memory resident and mostly run on Windows. Despite the majority of the malware, being
memory resident, 2017 and the first quarter has seen a substantial increase in browser-based
crypto mining malware. Furthermore, attackers now prefer browser-based crypto jacking
owing to the ease of implementation and higher expected returns [20].
Table 2. Crypto ransomware specimen and the associated characteristics
SN

Sample
Name

ID
(SHA-1)

Key Gen.
Method

Public
Key

Private
Key

C2
Beaconing

File Size

Year
Seen

1

Specimen1
(WannaCry)

499b767684a57a
348f4e7285c679
f20b23dc10a6

Local
Generation

RSA

AES

N

3.64 MB

2017

2

Specimen2
(SamSam)

8fccb79b29b502
4fe9b773e8348b
2f602ac860e4

Local

RSA

AES

N

191 KiB

2016

3

Specimen3
(NotPetya)

34f917aaba5684
fbe56d3c57d48e
f2a1aa7cf06d

Local

RSA

AES

N

354 KiB

2017

4

Specimen4
(Petya)

39b6d40906c7f7
f080e6befa9332
4dddadcbd9fa

Local

ECC

Salsa20

N

225 KiB

2016

5

Specimen5
(CryptoWall)

2d2282c3c07b49
9e85ee0c8e7085
19cc3ae23961

C2
Download

RSA

RSA

Y

313 KiB

2014

6

Specimen6
(CTB-Locker)

0d31c13c910cbb
2dd2979a3762a9
223aa12eceee

Local

ECC

AES

N

820 KiB

2014

7

Specimen7
(CryptoLocker)

5623b2d3683df9
6b9e45b910d6ac
9e0586ed9bc8

C2
Download

RSA

AES

Y

431 KiB

2013

8

Specimen8
(Locky)

3fa86717650a17
d075d856a41b38
74265f8e9eab

C2
Download

RSA

AES

Y

646 KiB

2016

9

Specimen9
(Cerber)

6c00753756e277
0a0596b41abb04
25f2f12b84c8

Local

RSA

RC4

N

284 KiB

2016

10

Specimen10
(TeslaCrypt)

51b4ef5dc9d26b
7a26e214cee905
98631e2eaa67

Local

ECC

AES

N

257 KiB

2015

Table 2 shows some cryptoviral-extortion malware samples we used for our dataset and their
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associated characteristics. This table contains only crypto ransomware. We use a dataset of the
latest malware for the last 5 years. Further, we verify the samples by computing the associated
SHA-1 cryptographic hash values and comparing them with reputed databases. Not all crypto
mining software is malware. The idea of mining cryptocurrency in the web browser was first
introduced by Coinhive as an alternative to ads. Instead of being subjected to ads, users had the
option of browsing ad-free so long they gave up part of their CPU to mine cryptocurrency.
Monero was the choice over other cryptocurrencies due to the attractive features it offers.
However, attackers and other malicious web user saw the opportunity to run the crypto mining
JavaScript in the web visitor’s browser by modifying the Coinhive code. So, most of the
browser-based crypto mining scripts are based on Coinhive implying they mine Monero. A
query for crypto miners to the PublicWWW dataset, which archives the source code of public
websites, shows that Coinhive is the most widely used web-based crypto miner with a score of
over 31K entries. The diagram below in Fig. 7 shows the prevalence of Coinhive’s crypto
mining script and those of its alternatives. Understandably, the actual Fig. might be higher
since malicious webmasters alter part of the source to avoid detection.
As can be observed from the graph, the gradient of the moving average is almost linearly
constant for all other crypto miners apart from Coinhive. The abrupt change in the gradient to
Coinhive’s value is very significant as though it were an outlier.
5.1 Static analysis
We now present the results obtained from code analysis of the three types of cryptoviral
malware. In our analysis, we pay particular attention to the properties of the malware that
pertains to cryptovirology. Of course, we include some other interesting characteristics
deemed helpful.

Fig. 7. Distribution of crypto miners in usage on the WWW.
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5.1.1 Memory resident crypto mining
We look at a crypto mining sample that exploits the same vulnerability as WannaCry, i.e.
exploiting vulnerable SMBv1 on port 445 for subsequent propagation. The diagram below in
Fig. 8 shows a code snippet of the malware.

Fig. 8. Code snippet of memory resident crypto mining malware

As can be seen from the code, the malware beacons to a C2 server domain super5566.com,
downloads a file 445.exe, and gives other directives. The infected machine is enlisted to a
crypto mining pool botnet and further given other directives such as the address of remittance
for the mined coins. It’s worth noting that some of the files that are passed on as arguments to
some functions have to be downloaded first from the C2 servers.
5.1.2 Browser-based crypto mining
As mentioned earlier, browser crypto mining can be legal if done with user consent. However,
a webmaster that embeds crypto mining scripts in his web pages is essentially attacking his
visitor. The code snippet in Fig. 9 shows a Monero mining script embedded in a webpage.

Fig. 9. Coinhive Monero crypto mining script.
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It is worth noting that the script above is embedded in the <head> tag of the webpage and only
spans one line 53. It specifies the source of the script at coin-hive.com and the associated
library. The script is running as Anonymous without any token or username attached. This
implies that users execute the mining scripting without any direct incentives for the hashes
computed by their CPU. Furthermore, the setThrottle value configured at 0.97 implying
that the mining script will remain dormant 97%. This could be a ploy not to attract significant
attention.

5.1.3 Cryptoviral ransomware
The diagram below shows a code snippet of a crypto ransomware we extract from IDA Pro.

Fig. 10. Encryption routines in crypto ransomware code

It is clear from the above code that the ransomware uses RSA and AES encryption algorithms
from the Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP) of the operating system.
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{Attacker}
KRSA [Pr]

Master RSA

KRSA [Pu]

Key pair Gen.

Sub Key Encrypt
Master RSA
Pub. Key implantation
2048 Bit
RSA Sub

Ksub-RSA [Pr]
Ksub-RSA [Pu]

Key Gen.

Sub-RSA Pub. key

00000000.eky
00000000.pky
Secret
Key
Encrypt

Ksub-RSA [Pu]

AES – 128 Bit

KAES-128-CBC

Key Gen.

Encrypt

i

Encrypted

i

{Victim}

files

i

User files

user
Encrypted files

Fig. 11. Observed ransomware encryption process.

The malware access the CryptEncrypt function from the Crypto API to encrypt the AES key
with the implanted RSA key. The diagram below in Fig. 11 shows the summarized workflow
of the observed ransomware encryption process. This particular sample adds another layer of
encryption on the host system and does not directly encrypt the symmetric key with the
payload-implanted public key. Instead, when successfully executed on the host, it uses the
operating system's secure PRNG random function via the CryptoAPI to generate a 2048-bit
sub-RSA key pair to be used by the CSP. The sub-pair's public key, in its unencrypted form, is
exported to 00000000.pky. The private key of the sub-pair is the one that actually gets
encrypted by the payload-implanted master public key using the CryptEncrypt function and
then exported and written to 00000000.eky. The malware proceeds to generate a 128-bit AES
key bundle in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) that is subsequently used to encrypt the victim’s
target files. It is worth noting that the encryption of the victim's file is executed with a unique
key per file. The earlier public key from the sub-pair exported to 00000000.pky in raw form
encrypts these AES keys. Overall, the samples use four types of encryption keys once
successfully delivered on the host: one RSA public key implanted in the payload, two 2048-bit
keys generated on the victim's machine and one AES symmetric key per file. This sample uses
the Eternal Blue exploits, which exploits vulnerable SMBv1 to propagate to other hosts on
port 445 as a worm [31]. This implies that a user can get infected without interactive based
infection vectors which would otherwise require some user action.
5.2 Dynamic analysis
We now present the results of dynamic analysis after we actively ran different cryptoviral
malware samples in a contained sandbox environment.
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5.2.1 Memory resident crypto mining
This particular type of malware exhibited different kinds of persistence mechanism, which
included the addition of registry keys and an entry in the task scheduler. The malware connects
to the C2 upon infection and downloads the relevant files. It inherently has a 0 setThrottle
value implying that it consumes the whole lot of the CPU at 100% as shown in Fig. 12 below.
The malware constantly checks the presence of a task monitor (Task Manager) and drops CPU
usage once it detects it. A drop in CPU usage on the top-right shows this right after Task
Manager was opened. Once Task Manager was closed, it resumed CPU usage to 100%.

Fig. 12. Maximum CPU usage with task monitor detection

Before downloading the relevant files, the malware reports the infected host’s hardware CPU
architecture whether it’s x86 or 64-bit, the number of CPU cores, probes whether the WanIP
address is present, the CPU frequency and other relevant information as shown in Fig. 13
below. Likewise, the IP address of the C2 server the malware reports to is shown as well.

Fig. 13. Malware reporting to C2 after infecting a host.
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After obtaining the information above, the malware proceeds to download files among which
is the execution instruction, the mining pool to identify with and the crypto algorithm to use,
Cryptonight in this case. The captured network traffic statistics are shown in Fig. 14. As seen
from the network graph, a lot of network communication between the infected host and the C2
servers happens in the first 3 minutes. The communication is purely clear text HTTP. The
relevant crypto mining files are also downloaded during this time window. This particular
malware strain exploits the SMB service on port 445, just like WannaCry [32]. Interestingly,
the malware blocks access to port 445 on the infected host. This implies that no other malware
will infect the host via the previously mentioned infection vector. Clearly, this is an effort to
have the whole CPU to itself, as is the case with most crypto mining malware.

Fig. 14. Captured network communication between an infected host and C2 servers

5.3.2 Cryptoviral ransomware
Unlike crypto mining malware, latest ransomware variants do not need to contact the C2
server in order to accomplish their task. Communication with the C2 usually comes after
encrypting user files. This implies that the malware can work offline and can thus be
propagated by offline attack vectors such as removable memory disks. However, some
variants probe the network as a sandbox evasion technique and also search the network for
victims. The diagram in Fig. 15 shows the network activities captured from a cryptoviral
extortion malware, WannaCry.
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Fig. 15. Network activity for cryptoviral extortion malware

The ransomware drops a decryptor, which tries to communicate on the anonymous Tor
network. It further spawns two threads; one for scanning the local IP subnet for port 445
vulnerabilities based on the information retrieved from the network adapter. The ransomware
drops other.exe files entailing that it is based on the Windows operating system. This explains
why the WannaCry ransomware attacked many critical systems running outdated and legacy
Windows OS. In an effort to evade detection when running in a sandbox, the ransomware also
probes the network to reach a non-existent randomly generated domain name. If the name
lookup query for the non-existent randomly generated domain name resolves successfully,
then the malware does not run. This is a kill-switch feature only present in latest variants of the
malware and this is usually the first step the malware carries out before any encryption takes
place.
IOCs can be formulated from hashes; cryptographic hashes from the cryptoviral malware
themselves (cf. Table 1 and Table 2), hashes extracted from the malware payload into
memory or and hashes from files downloaded from the C2 servers. High CPU consumption
especially when with an Internet connection is another IOC for crypto mining malware. The
observed C2 server domains are also IOCs that ought to be blacklisted in the security policy
that is. Other IOCs include registry alterations when the malware is seeking to establish a
persistent presence. It is worth noting that malware evolves with time and so does the
associated IOCs. C2 servers could be shifted or pointed to another botnet domain and the
cryptographic hashes change with any alteration in the source code. Therefore, the use of IOCs
to mitigate cryptoviral malware, in the same manner, ought to be dynamic and evolutionary.

6. Conclusions
This study examined the state-of-the-art cryptoviral attacks and the malware thereof in the
cryptovirology landscape. We have proposed a novel and thorough taxonomy of cryptoviral
attacks from two main perspectives depicting the various ways through which attacker acquire
cryptocurrencies. Furthermore, we have defined cryptoviral attack models using attack graphs
to characterize the attack paths of nodes participating in the attack process and the associated
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attack scenarios. We have implemented and analyzed cryptoviral attack simulations based on
the defined attack models in sandboxed network environments to extract evasive features and
also those representative of IOCs. Static and dynamic analysis showed the various techniques
employed by cryptoviral malware to effectuate complex crypto attacks. The analyzed samples
in Table 1 depict the prevalence of Monero crypto currency in browser-based crypto mining.
Most browser-based crypto mining attacks use a variation of the Coinhive source code, which
is the pioneer of in-browser crypto mining. The analysis further showed that C2
communication is paramount to crypto mining attacks as most of the malware were basic
scripts that beaconed to the C2 servers for further directives. Latest crypto ransomware attacks,
on the other hand, do not necessarily require contact with C2 servers. Rather, communication
with the C2 is initiated after the actual attack has occurred. All cryptoviral attacks leave a trail
of digital forensics evidence when the malware interacts with the file system and generates
noise in form of network traffic upon connecting the C2 servers and crypto mining pools. IOCs
include network artifacts such as C2 server domains, the corresponding IP addresses and
cryptographic hash values of downloaded files apart from the malware hash values.
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